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	The new Fourth Estate revisited: how can we strengthen the news and information landscape in advance of the likely tough challenges of 2024?


	2022	Freedom in democracies: navigating the collision of identity and freedom of expression in the digital age
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	Ditchley Foundation Annual Lecture LVIII
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	Digital security for democratic, social and economic prosperity
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	The New Fourth Estate: building a resilient 21st-century information eco-system


	2021	Space, power and technology
	Climate judo: how can the impact of the pandemic and ensuing economic crisis be turned into effective action on climate change?
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	Global finance, states and societies: can finance be one of the heroes of the recovery from the great pandemic?
	China Today
	Take Back Control Part Two: what needs to be done to renew the British people’s sense of democratic agency and economic opportunity across the country?
	Ditchley Foundation Annual Lecture LVII
	The United States: headed for renewal or bound for division?	Album: The United States


	The Indo-Pacific: how can we best promote strategic stability, economic growth and the rule of law in the region?	Conference Resources: The Indo-Pacific


	Making the future work for all workers


	2020	Security in Africa in a changing world: building the necessary partnerships and capabilities
	Technology, society and the state: how do we remain competitive, and true to our values, as the technological revolution unfolds and accelerates?
	Defining the modern United Kingdom: how can we unite at home and what role do we want to play in the world?
	The new economic insecurity: how is the coronavirus crisis affecting economic insecurity and what must be done to face this and future crises?
	Annual Lecture LVI
	The Ditchley Summer Project
	The 2020 Greentree conference at Ditchley The US and the UK: a special relationship for the 21st century?
	Living with COVID-19: what are the implications for the world if a vaccine remains elusive?
	World Order: what can and should it mean today?




	2010 - 2019	2019	Globally connected cities and their relationship to the nation state
	The intersection of machine learning and genetic engineering: what should be our check list for society and state as we blast off?
	Modern Education: what is contemporary education for, whom should we be educating, and how is it best achieved?
	Renewing democratic societies to face the future: what insights can we draw from the last two-and-a-half years of Ditchley conferences?
	The transatlantic community and global finance
	The rise of populism: crisis of democracy or noisy renewal?
	Intervention in other states: do we still believe we can intervene for good?
	Annual Lecture LV
	The future of strategic stability: how must modern deterrence evolve as landmark treaties expire and new weapons technologies and doctrines are developed?
	Transforming Ocean Data
	Food security in the 21st century: global prospects for resilient and sustainable food production systems
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	The future of the EU and the euro, after Brexit
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	The crisis of democracy in Europe and the United States: its causes and what the West must do to resolve it
	Modern family: what is it for, what are its prospects and what are the implications for societies and states?
	Modern deterrence: what does the combination of nuclear, BCW, cyber and AI mean for the evolution of western deterrence against state and non-state actors?
	China and the West: different values, the same global economy. How do we respond to challenges on the premise of mutual respect?


	2017	Investment in Africa
	Drones remote weapons and other robots:  the military, commercial, legal and ethical implications
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	Non-state actors and the changing nature of conflict
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	The Arctic at the crossroads: cooperation or competition?
	Annual Lecture LIII
	The future of the Transatlantic community and the international order
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	Europe and migration
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	South Asia
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	European security
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	International intervention
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	Global power shifts
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	Europe
	Ageing
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	9/11
	Cyber Security
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	Middle East and North Africa
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	Modern diplomacy
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	International law
	Climate change
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	Food security
	EU Russia
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	Military’s role
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	US-EU
	Machinery of government
	Human rights
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	US foreign policy
	South Africa
	Prisons policy
	Innovation
	MDGs
	Russia's future
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	Latin America
	The future of NATO
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	2007	Turkey
	New National Identities
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	East Asia
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	United Nations
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	EU migration
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	US-European communication
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	Terrorism
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	Prisoner reintegration
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	Governance in the Information Age
	Implications of the East Asian Economic Situation
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	1997	Nations in Transitions to Democracy: The Management of Radical Transformation
	What Future for Quality Newspapers?
	Defence Against Ballistic Missiles: Options and Implication
	Security and Stability in the Middle East
	Extra-Territorial Application of National Laws Regulating Business Activities
	Russia and its Neighbours
	Sub-Saharan Africa: How can the Developed World Help?
	Social Justice and the Relief of Poverty in the Global Economy: Tensions Between Social Priorities and Market Pressures
	After the US and UK Elections: Impacts and Prospects
	Annual Lecture XXXIV
	The Implications, Within and Beyond Europe, of Prospective Monetary Union
	The Future Development of the Global Financial System
	The Prevention of Youth Crime: Schooling, Neighbourhood and Intervention
	Public Trust in Government


	1996	Russia: Progress and Prospect
	The Role and Working of the Voluntary Sector
	The Role, Limitations and Legitimacy of Regulatory Mechanisms in Market Economies
	East Asia: Regional Identity, Regional Progress Regional Cooperation
	The Impact of Political and Economic Change in Latin America
	Relationships Between the State and the Armed Forces
	The Prospects for Democracy in the Balkans
	Annual Lecture XXXIII
	Controlling the Arms Trade
	The Treatment of Refugees and Asylum-Seekers
	The Future of State Provision for Welfare
	The Evolution or the Transatlantic Partnership
	The Future Global Pattern of Agriculture: Can there be a Truly Free Market?
	Preventing Youth Crime


	1995	The Management of Large Cities in the Developed World
	The Gulf: Problems and Prospects
	Sustainable Development: Problems, Progress, Prospects
	The United Nations at Fifty: Identity, Finance, Working and Public Support
	Advances in Human Genetic Science - Issues for Public Policy
	Germany Five Years after Unification: External Role, External Perceptions
	The Role, Function and Regulation of Political Parties
	The Advancement of Women to Influence and Leadership in Developed Countries
	Corruption in Democratic Societies: Patterns, Implications, Remedies
	Annual Lecture XXXII
	The Shaping of Europe: Progress and Prospect
	Business, Government and the Environment
	China after Deng: Policy Implications
	Ageing Populations in Developed Societies Political, Social and Economic Implications
	South Africa: Internal Development and External Relations
	The Ethos and Ethics of Public Service


	1994	Russia's Search for a Post-Communist Identity
	Penal Policy: Punishments, Prisons and Crime Prevention
	Substance Abuse: The Need and Scope for International as well as National Strategies
	The Nation State: What Pressures, from Above or Below, are Modifying it, and in What Forms can it Survive?
	East Asia: Security, Prosperity and Political Evolution
	Higher Education
	Unemployment and Industrial Change in the  Developed Countries
	The Shaping of Healthcare Systems
	The Group of Seven: Role, Legitimacy and Working
	Annual Lecture XXXI
	International Migration and Population Pressures
	Co-Operation and Security in the Western Mediterranean
	Science, Public Purposes and Wealth Creation: Roles for Government and Business
	Protecting Individual and Minority Rights in Democratic Systems: Options and Implications
	The Future of the North Atlantic Alliance
	The United Nations at Fifty: Its Role in Global Security


	1993	Preserving the Architectural Heritage
	Latin America: Stocktaking and Prospect
	International Disaster Relief
	Western Relations with The People's Republic of China
	Sustaining Biodiversity: Importance, Implications and Costs
	Fostering Democracy World-Wide: Lessons from Experience
	Turkey: Problems and Prospects
	Human Rights and External Intervention
	Developments in West, Central and Eastern Europe
	Annual Lecture XXX
	Global Competition and Free Trade, Including NAFTA: Experience and Prospects
	Industrial Productivity, Competitiveness and Growth: What Roles for Government?
	The Shaping of Health-Care Systems
	The Future of Nuclear Weapons in World Security Structures
	The Future of Public Service Broadcasting
	European Union: Current Progress and Future Development


	1992	The European Union: Implications of the Maastricht Treaty for Relations with Non-Members
	Representative Government: Tensions between National Policies and Local Interests
	Health Care Systems: Comparisons between Various National Systems. What Works Best? Costs.
	Religious Fundamentalism and Democracy in the West
	The Governance and Role of Business Corporations in a Modern Society
	China, Hong Kong & Taiwan
	Central and Eastern Europe, with Special Reference to Economic and Political Relations with the West
	Development Aid to the Developing World: Philosophy and Practice. Conditionality. The Role of Private Investment
	India: The Future
	Annual Lecture XXIX
	The states of the former Soviet Union: Consideration of the present situation, future developments and appropriate policies
	Primary and Secondary Education, Including Multi-Culturalism and the Perceived Problem of Falling Standards
	The Phenomenon of Street Violence in Modern Industrial Societies, and Methods of Policing
	The US and the European Community: The Common European Foreign Policy and the Place of Bi-Lateral Relationships Within it
	The New Face of the Middle East


	1991	Global Climate Change and its Implications
	Children in Poverty in the Developed Western World
	The Arms Trade, including the Proliferation of Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Weapons and Missile Technology, With Special Reference to the Middle East
	Drugs: The Threat and the Response
	The Impact of the Japanese and German Economies on the Global Economy and the Role that the New Economic Superpowers will Play in the1990s
	A Review of the State of Play in the Uruguay Round Negotiations and of Future Developments in the GATT
	Museums and Galleries: Collecting, Funding and Protecting the Heritage
	A Re-Definition of American Foreign Policy Priorities, with Special Reference to Europe
	The Middle East: Developments, Future Trends and Policies
	Annual Lecture XXVIII
	The Soviet Union: Developments and Trends in Domestic Affairs and International Relations
	The Federal State: Lessons from North America and European Experience
	Transport Policy in the 21st Century: The Quest for Coordinated Policies in the Light of Economic, Demographic and Environmental Factors
	Energy and the Environment
	World Wide Security: The Quest for a “New World Order”. Should it Embrace Social, Trading, Financial and Environmental Issues, and in What Form? The Position of the Existing Regional Organisations and Agencies. Implications for Sovereignty.
	The Caribbean States
	Immigration Policies in the Developed World in the Face of Migration Pressures: Causes and Responces


	1990	Africa: Problems and Prospects. What is Required in Terms of Political Management, Development Policies and Relief Aid?
	The Process of International Decision-making in the Economic Field, Including the Roles of the IMF, the World Bank, the G7 and Other Relevant Bodies
	The Emergence and Exercise of Democratic Political Leadership
	Monetary Union and the Single Market
	Problems of Heterogeneous Societies: Patterns of Autonomy
	The Place of Human Rights in Foreign Policy and the Strengthening of International Accountability
	Obstacles to the Translation of Scientific and Technological Advances into Industrial Production and Economic Wealth
	The Growing Economic Power and Influence of East Asia: Implications for Governments
	Politics and the Media
	Elements of Change in International Relations: A Foreign Policy Agenda for the 90's
	Annual Lecture XXVII
	The Economic, Social, Political and Environmental Implications of Population Growth in the Developing World
	Foreign Investment in Developed Economies: Impact, Acceptance and Rejection
	Moving From a Centralised Command Economy to a Free Market: Problems and Solutions. How can the West Help?
	Democracy and Accountability in the European Community
	European Security Arrangements: The Alliances, The CSCE, The EC, Arms Control and Conflict Resolution




	1980 - 1989	1989	Urban Regeneration
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	A Single Market in Western Europe: The Approach to 1992 and the Economics and Political Implications for Partners Outside the Community
	Environmental Damage and Climate Change
	Western Policies in the Light of Reform and Innovation in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
	Policy Choices for Israel
	Latin America: Problems and Prospects
	Political and Economic Reform in China
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	Political and Economic Refugees: Problems of Migration, Asylum and Re-Settlement
	Consensus and Conflict: Does International Cooperation Depend on Shared Values and Moral Norms Among Nations, and can such Norms Exist?
	The German Question: Divided Germany's Dual Relationship to the Soviet Union and to the West


	1988	The Future of the Front Line States in Southern Africa
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